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Newly-developed Self-service Certificate Issuing Machine, the FAVS series, for Educational Facilities
- Providing greater convenience for users based on the barrier-free concept -

GLORY has developed the FAVS series self-service certificate issuing machine to be released on September 1,
2011. This series can issue various kinds of certificates including transcripts at educational facilities, like
colleges and universities.
Main features:
- Small footprint (reduced by about 26 percent compared to a conventional machine)
- Designed based on the barrier-free concept with due consideration to people in wheelchairs and with color
vision deficiency.
- Reduction of the standby power consumption by about 40 percent (comparison between the FAVS-20 (170W)
and the conventional AVS-3510 (300W))
- Supports payment with various electronic money media. (optional feature supporting the FeliCa type RFID
smart card system)
- Function settings can be changed and operational status can be monitored by remote control.
In Japan, the rate of students who advance to college and university has been increasing for the last 20 years and
now exceeds 50 percent. On the other hand, there are growing concerns that the number of students could
decrease due to declining birthrate. Under these circumstances, it is a critical issue for universities to attract as
many students as possible. To this end, it is urgent for them to seek ways to differentiate themselves, for
example, by providing various services for students.
The newly developed FAVS series is a self-service certificate issuing machine which will help students can get
various certificates issued by their schools, like transcripts and health certificates, on a self-service basis.
Once a student is identified by his/her student identification card and password; he/she selects the kinds and
number of necessary certificates and pays the fee, then certificates will be issued. (See the note * below.)
Thanks to this machine, students can get the convenience of getting certificates with simple operation at any
time by themselves. Additionally the burden of school staff can be greatly lightened because they do not have
to issue a huge amount of certificates or handle money, thus allowing them to focus on their more important
activities like school management and other services to students.
The FAVS series is designed based on the barrier-free concept with due consideration to people with color
vision deficiency and by using display colors suitable and people in wheelchairs by placing the operation panel
at a lower position. For aged students (lifelong learners), the machine is equipped with a large 15-inch touch
screen, simplified operation screen and audio guidance.
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To streamline school business, GLORY will propose various devices such as not only the FAVS series, cafeteria
system (RFID self-checkout system) and coin-operated lockers that can serve students as well as also cash
handling machines that will reduce the workload of school staff in money handling. As the next step, GLORY
will also explore opportunities to enter other markets based on the FAVS series.
Note *: Depending on the setting and system configuration, the operation procedure varies.
###
About GLORY LTD.
GLORY LTD., headquartered in Himeji, Japan, is a pioneer in the development and manufacture of money
handling machines and systems. GLORY provides a variety of products built on its leading-edge
recognition/identification and mechatronics technology, such as money handling machines, cash management
systems, vending machines and automatic service equipment. Committed to meet society’s wide-ranging needs,
GLORY serves the financial, retail, vending machine, amusement and gaming industries in over 80 countries of
world. GLORY employs more than 6,000 people worldwide. For more information about GLORY, please visit
GLORY’s global website at
http://www.glory-global.com/
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